
{p5} the storyLINE team review guide 

Peer Review:
Have your story reviewed by at least FIVE peers. Reading and reviewing 
another’s personal story, even if fictionalized, is NOT the place for teasing or 
sarcasm. Please be sensitive to the content of the story you are reviewing. 

REVIEWERS: 
Silently read the entire story. 
Read a second time looking for the usage of compositional elements + 
principles. 
Underline each usage and identify each type. 
Write explanation in the margin, or if needed on a separate piece of paper 
{how specifically do you see this component used in the story}

Hunting :: Underling :: Explaining
1. Point {main point of the story} 
2. Repetition/rhythm/pattern
3. Negative space/silence
4. Movement/continuance
5. Scale/hierarchy
6. Balance {tension}
7. Emphasis/focal point{s}
8. Unity {what specific aspects of the story create unity}
9. Contrast {tension}
10. Line {theme chosen}
11. Shape {objects/environment}
12. Space/location/setting                                                                                                    
13. Time/sequence/pacing {beginning/middle/end}
14. Color/value {mood of the story}
15. Texture {conceptual/literal}
16. Proximity {distance/closeness}                                                                                      
17. Habits {style/language/could they relate to artistic habits}                                                                                       
18. Errors {spelling/typos/language confusion}                                                

Suggest :: Help :: Assist
After reviewing the story and underlining + explaining the above components, make 
3-5 suggestions to the author on how to improve the story. This can be written on 
the back of the story. Make sure to neatly write your name on each story you review.

Collect Reviews + Refine:
Consider how to refine your story based on peer feedback. Make 
corrections. Rewrite. Create pocket in Visual Journal to store peer reviews.

Timeline: 
At least FIVE peer reviews completed + story REvision/Rewrite due:_______.

WASH
   {Workshop in Art Studio+History}

surface       
S T U D I O
story 1 |ˈstôrē|
noun ( pl. stories )
1 an account of  imaginary or real 
people and events told for 
entertainment: an adventure story | I'm 
going to tell you a story.
• a plot or story line: the novel has a good 
story.
• a report of  an item of  news in a 
newspaper, magazine, or news 
broadcast: stories in the local papers.
• a piece of  gossip; a rumor: there have 
been lots of  stories going around, as you can 
imagine.
• informal a false statement or 
explanation; a lie: Ellie never told stories 
—she had always believed in the truth.
2 an account of  past events in 
someone's life or in the evolution of  
something: the story of  modern farming | the 
film is based on a true story.
• a particular person's representation of  
the facts of  a matter, esp. as given in 
self-defense: during police interviews, Harper 
changed his story.

line 1 |līn|
noun
1 a long, narrow mark or band: a row of  
closely spaced dots will look like a continuous 
line | I can't draw a straight line.

verb [ with obj. ]
1 stand or be positioned at intervals 
along: a processional route lined by people 
waving flags.
2 (usu. as adj. lined) mark or cover with 
lines: a thin woman with a lined face | lined 
paper.
3 Baseball hit a line drive
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